COURSE SYLLABUS:

Module 1: FengShui Foundation. (12 lessons)

Lesson 1: What is FengShui?
- The meaning of the word fengshui
- Kanyu
- Concept of the word fengshui based on the HeTu
- Concept of the word fengshui based on the ZangShu
- Practical aspects of fengshui
- Is fengshui superstition or not?
- What is real and what is not real
- Authentic traditional fengshui solutions

Lesson 2: The History of FengShui
- Early development of fengshui
- Intermediate and later development of fengshui
- Famous ancient fengshui sages
- Ceng Wen Can
- Lai Bu Yi
- Jiang Da Hong
- Zhang Zhong San
- Shen Ju Jen
- Tan Yang Wu
- Fengshui classics
- China’s historical timeline (chart)

Lesson 3: The Chinese Calendar System
- The Gregorian calendar
- The Chinese calendar
- History
- Time measurement
- Months
- Days
- 24 seasons or 24 Jie Qi
- The general characteristics and meaning of each Jie Qi
- 24 seasons chart
- Leap months
- Earth’s orbit round the sun

Lesson 4: Stems and Branches
- History and development
- Characteristics of stems and branches
- The 10 heavenly stems
Lesson 5: Five Elements

- Historical and philosophical views
- The two basic cycle
- The meaning of Wuxing
- The meaning of Xiang Sheng (production) and Xiang Ke (control)
- The interacting cycles of the five elements
- Production and control cycles
- 5 elements Qi phase chart
- Balance and imbalance of elements
- Sub cycles of interaction
- (5 elements) Mother and child mutually reaching out for and implicating each other
- (5 elements) Mutually riding on and taking advantage of and mutually abusing bullying and insulting each other
- Five elements controlled transformation dominating and resisting each other
- The relationship of 5 elements with other phenomena
- Relationship chart of 5 elements
- Characteristics of 5 elements
- Elemental qualities
- Application of 5 elements in Chinese Metaphysics
- The different types of 5 elements relationships
- Straightforward 5 elements
- Transformation of Heavenly stems 5 combinations
- Transformation of Earthly branches 6 combinations
- HongFan 5 elements
- BaGua 5 elements
- NaJia 5 elements
- NaYin 5 elements
- SanHe
- LuoShu color 5 elements
- HeTu 5 elements
- LuoShu 5 elements
• Strata levels 5 elements
• Shape form 5 elements
• Concluding lesson 5

Lesson 6: Yin and Yang
• Concept and theory of YinYang
• YinYang as the philosophy of materialism
• History and development of YinYang philosophy
• YinYang and the 5 elements
• YinYang and time
• Explanation of the meaning of the TaiJi diagram
• YinYang and Qi
• The intrinsic qualities of Yin and Yang

Lesson 7: The Concept and Theory of Qi
• Etymology
• Different definitions of qi
• Categorization of qi
• The origin of qi
• Primordial qi
• Qi as in Fengshui
• Yin qi and Yang qi
• Tian Di Ren (heaven earth and man) trinity
• Sheng wang shuai si
• Elemental qi
• Directional qi
• Time qi
• Hours days months and years
• Seasonal qi
• Qi and its relationship with earth and water

Lesson 8: The HeTu
• TuShu Pai
• YiGu pai
• Which one to follow
• Legend of HeTu and LuoShu
• Theory of the HeTu
• Theory of the LuoShu
• Image
• YinYang image
• Four Images and Early Heaven Bagua
• Numerals
• Birth and Formation numbers
• Application of HeTu
• Right turning and Left Turning
• Relationship between HeTu heavenly Stems and Warly heaven Bagua

Lesson 9: The LuoShu
• Legend of XiangYu taming the river
• Theoretical aspect of PuoShu
• Different concepts of LuoShu
• Concept #1: LuoShu as the TaYi 9 Palace Divination tool
• Concept #2: LuoShu was developed from the HeTu
• LuoShu image
• Right Turning depletion sequence
• Left turning controlling sequence
• Opposite palace as clashing sequence
• Eight Yin Yang directions
• Purple white stars
• LuoShu numerology
• LuoShu numbers and elements
• LuoShu numbers and color chart
• The Yin and Yang of LuoShu dots
• The LuoShu and Later Heaven BaGua

Lesson 10: YiJing, TaiJi and BaGua
• YiJing etymology
• YiJing development
• The TaiJi
• The progressive division of TaiJi
• The TaiJi formation
• The BaGua
• Relationship between the TaiJi and Early heaven BaGua
• The Early heaven BaGua
• Relationship between the TaiJi BaGua Time and seasons
• YiJing image and numerology
• Eight winds and GuaQi
• Eight Gua images and numerology
• Yi-Gua attraction of opposites
• The Later Heaven BaGua
• CaiYuan Ding and ZhuXi’s postulations
• Jiang ShenXiu’s postulation based on numerals
• Later Heaven BaGua transformation based on the 5 elements

Lesson 11: The LuoPan
• The early development of instrumentation
• The gnomon stick
• The magnetic compass
• The ShiPan
• The LuoPan
• SanHe LuoPan
• SanYuan LuoPan
• ZhongHe LuoPan
• LuoPan sizes
• Number of rings
• Construction of LuoPan
• The wooden base or outer pan
• The LuoPan plate or Inner pan
• The compass or the heavenly pool
• The cross strings
• The spirit level
• LuoPan rings: the different rings
• The Earth Plate Correct Needle
• YinYang dragons
• Tang dynasty development of 24 mountains
• 72 mountain piercing dragons
• The Human Plate Center Needle
• The Heaven Plate Seam Needle
• LuoPan rules and taboos

Lesson 12: Different Schools of FengShui
• Major fengshui schools
• Sub—categorisation
• XingShi Pai
• Luantou pai
• XingXiang Pai
• XingFa Pai
• LiQiPai
• SanHe Pai
• SanYuan Pai
• SanHe Pai sub categories
• BaZhai Pai
• MingLi Pai
• FanGua Pai
• LiQiPai – SanYuan sub categories
• XuanKong DaGua
• XuanKong feiXing
• QianKunGuoBao
• XuanKong Liu Fa
• Concluding comments
MODULE 2A. BAGUA FENGSHUI BASICS

What is BaGua Fengshui

• The history and origin of bagua fengshui

Bagua fengshui fundamental knowledge

• Roving year song
• About male and female life
• East life west life
• East house west house
• 4 good and 4 bad sectors
• How to calculate life gua
• Palm method to find life gua
• Life gua chart

All about 9 stars

• Nine stars
• 3 Era nine stars
• 5 elements of 9 stars
• Auspiciousness of 9 star
• 9 stars control and enhance
• Fuwei
• Shengqi
• Tianyi
• Yannian
• Huohai
• Wugui
• Liusha
• Jueming

Method to calculate life gua

• Male life gua
• Female life gua

Palm method to fly the 8 sectors of a house.
What is XuanKong Fengshui
- What is San Yuan XuanKong
- XuanKong Flying Stars
- 3 cycles 9 periods
- FeiXing 9 palaces
- 9 palace LuoShu magic square
- LuoShu and Later Heaven BaGua
- The meaning if LiQi (Qi management)
- The meaning of Tian Di Ren

BaGua 24 mountains
- LuoPan Earth Plate 24 mountains
- 24 mountains Yin Yang
- Tian Di Ren mountains
- Centralised facing
- Inclined facing

Plotting Flying stars
- 2 plates: YuanDan pan (Earth plate) and Yun Pan (Period plate)
- Host and guest
- The heaven’s heart – center palace
- Aixing stars
- Sitting and facing stars
- How to plot a chart
- How to determine the sitting and facing of a house
- How to determine the sitting and facing of an apartment
- How to determine move in date
- Square or Pie chart?

Timeliness of stars
- Zheng shen and Ling shen
- Zhao shen (cui shen)
- Sheng Wang Shuai Si – qi phase of stars.
Stars interaction
- Xiang Sheng Xiang Ke
- Mountain Water and Period stars interaction
- Palace and Palace interaction
- Palace and external interaction

Qi phase of the 9 stars
- Timely stars
- Untimely stars

The 4 principle structures
- Wang shan wang shui (prosperous facing prosperous sitting)
- Shuang xing dao xiang (double timely stars at facing)
- Shuang xing dao zuo (double timely stars at sitting)
- Shang shan xia shui (timely stars up mountain down water)

Flying stars charts
- Periodic charts of 24 sitting and facings
- 81 stars combination prediction table

Tables and charts
- 9 stars chart and related phenomena
- Flying stars table for computing yearly stars
- Flying stars table for computing monthly stars
- Flying stars table for computing daily stars
- Flying stars table for computing hourly stars
Different basis to raise roving year stars
• Birth year raise FuWei
• House sitting raise Fuwei
• Doorway raise FuWei
• Facing raise FuWei
• High ground raise FuWei

Yang Zhai important matters
• Door opening
• Roadway
• Bedroom
• Stove
• Toilets
• Altar

Understanding House forms
• 10 different types of houses.
• Factors affecting auspiciousness of houses
• Standard Chinese courtyard house
• 13 other types of houses
• Houses with missing corners
• Levels of houses
• Rooms partitioning.

Understanding doors and roadways
• 5 types of doors
• 26 points door fengshui
• 17 points roadway fengshui

Renovation and buildup
• Renovation do’s and don’t’s
• Renovation taboo days
MODULE 3B.  INTERMEDIATE SANYUAN FENGSHUI

XuanKong classics
• Fei Xing Fu
• Xuan Ji Fu

Special structures
• FanYin FuYin
• HeTu combinations
• Combination of ten
• Pearl string
• Parent string (Fu Mu San Ban Gua)
• Trapped Period star
• Excessive Yin formation
• 1, 4 & 6, Literary formation
• 2 & 3 Bull fight sha
• 3 & 7 Robbery sha
• 4 & 8 Windswept earth formation
• 2, 5 & 9 Disaster combinations
• 6 & 9 Fire burning heaven’s gate
• 6 & 7 Sword sha
• 7 & 9 Fire disaster

Fengshui Sha
• What is LiQi sha?
• Tai sui, SuiPo and San sha
• BaSha HuangQuan (Netherworld 8 killings)
• BaLu Huang Quan sha (8 roads of killings)
• 5 yellow sha
• Untimely stars sha

How to use the Luopan during an audit
• Where to stand when taking readings
• Earth plate 24 mountains
• Heaven plate double mountains
• Kong Wang lines
• BaSha formula in the LuoPan
How to analyse a chart

- The standard features of a chart
- The dynamic factors of analysis
- The 5 standard interactions
- Analyzing overall house luck
- Analyzing people luck health and career
- Analyzing wealth luck

Flying stars short cuts

- Quick memory flying the stars
- Traditional professional left palm flying the stars
Module 4  Practical YangZhai landform

SHAPES AND FORMS
- The Original 4 forms – ZhuQue, XuanWu, QingLong and BaiHu
- Identification of shapes and forms – the 5 elements forms
- Shapes and forms of houses & buildings
- Shape of land plot

DRAGONs
- What is highland dragon,
- What is lowland dragon
- What is water dragon
- What is meridian
- What is xue
- What is Green Dragon
- What is White Tiger

HOUSES IN RURAL LANDSCAPE

HOUSES IN URBAN LANDSCAPE

HOUSES WITH MISSING SECTORS

LANDFORM XING SHA (Shape and Form sha)
- What is Xing Sha?
- T-junction house
- Cross road house
- Heart piercing sha
- Blade sha
- Sickle sha
- Trapped house
- Guillotine sha

HOUSE LAYOUT DOs and DON’T’s
- Living room
- Bedroom
- Kitchen
- Dining room
- Bathroom
- Halls and stairs
- Lobbies and corridors
- Gardens
• Plants around the house
• Water dispensing
• Number of doors and windows
MODULE 5A: ADVANCED BAGUA FENGSHUI

Fengshui classic YuNian Jing
  • 8 charts open door
  • 8 charts water exits

FengShui Classic Tong Tian Zhao Shui Jing
  • Song of Yang Zhai Judgement.

BaGua FengShui Date selection Sha days
  • WuJi Du Tian sha
  • Hua Fen Sha
  • Extinct smoke sha
  • Luo Tian Da Ji sha
  • Gods and ghosts crying sha

BaGua Fengshui Date selection
  • For house renovation and buildup
  • For stove renovation and buildup

Summarising notes on BaGua fenghui.
MODULE 5B: ADVANCED SANYUAN FEIXING

XuanKong Classsics
- Yang Zhai Tian Yuan Fu (Jiang Da Hong)
- XuanKong JiJi Jin

Advanced special structures
- 7 star robbery
- 5 ghost carry wealth
- Fire prone buildings
- Serious illness structure
- Haunted houses.

XuanKong water methods
- 9 star water method
- Peach blossom water
- Ling, Zheng, Zhao, Cui water

Caste gate theory and application
- What is castle gate?
- Conditions suitable for castle gate application
- Castle gate application in urban environment

Shou shan chu sha (Collecting qi and kicking out Sha)
(Special Lineage teaching of Zhang ZhongSan)
- Shou shan chu sha sitting and facing
- Shou shan chu sha houses and landforms
- 回风反气 reverberating qi
- 8 winds
- Landform considerations – roads and waterways.

Replacement stars (Special Lineage teaching of Zhang ZhongSan)
- Condition for Out of Gua
- Replacement stars verse
- Replacement stars application
Remedies and cures

• Pacification, subjugation, evasion, blockage.
• Elemental cures
• The salt water cure
• HuLu gourd cure
• The ancient Chinese coins cure
• Plants remedy
• Other remedies

Case studies
24 MOUNTAINS STRUCTURES.
- 8 structures water exits
- 4 major water exits
- Bagua open door method

QIAN KUN GUO BAO WATER FEATURES
- Xiantian (Early Heaven) Water
- Hou Tian Water (Later Heaven water)
- Heaven Robbery water
- Earth Penalty water
- MingTang water
- Host and Guest positions
- Water exits
- Direct, Heavenly and Earthly Yao Sha
- Reverse Structures

MAJOR SHA STRUCTURES
- Bing water irrigate Ren mountain
- Ding road pierce heart
- Heaven robbery water brings major disaster
- Frightening blanket of An sha Jie sha
- Worrying ming tang tree
- Bamboo trees wrap around house
- Courtyard water rush tree roots
- Roving soul tao hua
- Scissors road sha
- Scissors water sha
- Chen Xun Si Ding water rush into ming tang
- Ancient tree sha
- 4 graves water come or go
- Shower head water
- Bridge piercing arrow sha
- Road piercing arrow sha
- Suicide water formation
DATE SELECTION
- XuanKong flying star date selection
- Practical Dong Dong date selection
- HuangDao auspicious dates
- Special dates for breaking earth
- Special dates for laying foundation
- Special dates for raising walls
- Special dates for laying beams and rafters
- Special dates for renovation
- Special dates for kitchen/stove renovation
- Special dates for moving in
- Master killing days
- Rahu days

26 GENERIC FENGSHI CURES
- What can work and what cannot work
- The pros and cons of using these cures

HOW TO BORROW SHENGQI
- The standard procedure of borrowing sheng qi

HOW TO INTEGRATE THREE TYPES OF FENGHSUI INTO ONE COMPLETE METHOD

PROFESSIONAL AUDIT PROCEDURES.
- How to audit link houses and detached houses
- How to audit apartments
- How to audit commercial buildings and complexes
- How to audit large scale projects

Note:
Xuan Tian Men Fengshui school reserves the right to alter the syllabus whenever necessary to facilitate a smoother teaching process.